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    Synthomer (LSE:SYNT)

Synthomer is a speciality chemicals company. Its shares have proven to be a very good investment 
having tripled over the last five years including a 30% gain so far this year.

Market Overview

Top Risers Top Fallers
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These high-end manufacturing businesses can make fabulous investments because they can do 
things that are difficult to copy which protects them from competition. This in turn leads to above-
average levels of profitability - read high profit margins and returns on capital employed (ROCE). 
There are quite a few of these businesses listed on the London stock exchange.

The problem with some of them is that sometimes outside investors find them very difficult to 
understand. Synthomer is a good example of this. Its investor website is packed full of jargon which 
gives the impression that you need a degree in chemistry to understand what the company does 
and how it makes money. I can’t help thinking that some companies would attract more private 
investors if they explained their businesses in plain english with some good examples of what their 
products do.

Having spent some time going through its products page this is my take on what it does. Generally 
speaking, it makes products which help make its customers products even better and more 
competitive.

It makes a variety of niche products that are used across many different sectors of the economy. 
Examples include:

● Adhesives - such as speciality glues, packaging tapes and pressure-sensitive adhesives   
 (forms a bond when pressure applied without the need for heat or glue).
● Bedding and footwear foams.
● Carpet products to improve manufacturing process, durability and performance.
● Health and protection products such as protective gloves for use in medical and industrial   
 environments.
● Binders used to help paints and coatings stick better to surfaces to give better quality and   
 more durable finishes.
● Binders used in paper and packaging products. This helps improve things such as print   
 quality.
● Construction products that help the performance of products such as mortars,    
 waterproofing and flooring adhesives.
● Other specialist products.
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The company makes most of its money outside of the 
UK with around three quarters of its sales coming from 
Europe and Asia in 2016.

Let’s have a look at how this company stacks up on 
some measures of financial performance.

Profit margins are reasonable rather than very high but 
are expected to increase over the next few years.

ROCE performance has been reasonably consistent 
and is just over 13%. To me this is a sign of a good 
rather than an outstanding business.

Synthomer has been getting better at converting its 
profits into free cash flow in recent years which is a 
positive sign.

The company does have some debt and also a pension 
fund deficit. This does introduce some financial gearing 
to the company’s trading profits which is great if they 
are growing but an increased risk if profits start to fall.

Gearing as measured by net debt to EBITDA is at a 
comfortable level. SharePad now has forecasts for 
this ratio. As we can see, analysts expect this ratio 
to increase in 2017 - mainly due to spending on 
acquisitions - but to come down quite sharply in 2018 
and 2019.

So how has the company been getting on lately?

Not too badly is the answer. Profits have been growing 
nicely so far this year with help from acquisitions and 
the fall in the value of the pound. These effects are likely 
to wear off going forward though.

This week’s trading statement contained mixed news. Business in North America and Europe is 
going well with sales volumes and margins in line with expectations. Some weakness in construction 
and coatings was offset by a good performance from latex products for paper and foam markets. 
This business should be strengthened by the recent acquisition of BASF’s latex business in Austria.

Asia and the rest of the world have seen softer trading conditions with flat volumes. The nitriles 
market - latex used to make rubber gloves - has remained strong but profit margins have fallen due 
to increases in industry capacity. Synthomer will also add its own extra capacity in Malaysia in 2018.

Too much capacity in an industry is always something to be wary of as an investor. Manufacturing 
plants have high fixed costs and need to be kept busy in order to cover them. This can lead to 
aggressive price discounting and pressure on industry margins which lowers returns for investors. 
The developments in the nitrile market should be closely watched.
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The company’s expectations for 2017 profits remained unchanged and the shares have not done 
much this week.

2017 should see a big jump in profits due to acquisitions and currency effects. Going forward, 
growth is expected to be more modest but with profit margins improving. Note the expected 
improvements in free cash flow and net borrowing which would be welcome. 

You can also see that free cash flow is expected to be less than post tax profits in 2017 and 2018 
but should be fairly close to it in 2019 as capex comes down. Historically, the company has also 
tended to need a bit of cash for working capital purposes when it is growing and this eats into free 
cash flow a little but not at a level that should cause any concern.

I think Synthomer is a pretty decent business and one that should be able to at least grow in line 
with global GDP going forward.

Trading on a one year rolling forecast PE of 16 times it is not excessively valued albeit not a 
bargain either. That said, I can think of worse homes for your money. This might be a share worth 
considering for those prepared to buy and tuck away for the next few years.
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    Centamin (LSE:CEY)

Analysing and appraising mining companies is very difficult for the general investor. In my 
experience, each company is different with individual mines having different reserves and cost 
characteristics which really need to be examined and valued separately. This is before issues such 
as licensing and politics come into play. To do this well can take many hours or days of painstaking 
work.

This is something that is beyond me but there are a few simple pointers that investors can look at 
which can allow them to get a grasp of what is going on with a company.

● How much of the metal or resource is being produced?
● How much has been sold?
● What price has it been sold for?
● The cost of getting it out of the ground.
● The cash spent on exploring for new reserves.
● The profits and cash left over for shareholders.

With Centamin, there is only one asset to focus on. This is the Sukari gold mine in Egypt. In 2015, 
this mine was reported to have gold reserves of around 8.8 million ounces and a working life of 
around 20 years. Production started in 2010 which suggests that there is around 13 years left.

The mine is subject to a licence agreement which is neatly explained overleaf.
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Essentially Centamin has to give away 50% of its profits to the Egyptian Mineral Resource Authority 
(EMRA) after paying 3% of sales as a royalty to the Egyptian government. This is a big chunk of 
money which reduces the profits that ultimately flow to Centamin shareholders.

If we look at how Centamin has been doing with its mine then the picture from its third quarter 
results is mixed. Production is up to 156,533 ounces (+5.3% vs Q3 2016) but the amount of gold 
sold is virtually unchanged. The cost of getting the gold out of the ground has also gone up.

With the selling price of gold achieved barely unchanged as well, revenue is 3.8% lower than a year 
ago. Free cash flow is also down significantly. 
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One of the first things to understand as a mining investor is that there is huge operational gearing 
from a mine. This means that there are lots of fixed 
costs but the profits are very sensitive to the amount of 
gold sold and more importantly the price of gold. You 
can see this more clearly in the table on right.

So a 3.74% decline in revenue has led to 19.5% decline 
in pre-tax profit. A large increase in the profit share to 
EMRA has led to a 39.1% reduction in the profits to shareholders. This profit share concerns me as 
it does gear Centamin’s shareholder profits considerably.

Thankfully, Centamin is debt free which means that the risk of financial gearing is not an additional 
worry. Operational gearing of course can work both ways. A sharp rise in the gold price could feed 
through to big growth in profits and cash flows.

It’s very simplistic but I see companies such as Centamin as 
a geared play on the gold price and where that will be in one, 
three or ten years’ time is anyone’s guess. Of course, Centamin 
can help itself by increasing production and gold sales, but 
production growth is expected to be broadly flat in 2017 after 
some good years of growth.

Centamin has a dividend policy of paying out a minimum of 
30% of its post-sustaining capex free cash flow. It has a cash 
balance target of between $250m-£300m. Excess cash flow 
will be paid out to investors.

Looking at analysts’ forecasts, not much dividend 
growth is expected whilst the potential dividend 
yield on offer does not look to be particularly 
mouthwatering.

City brokers are generally bullish on Centamin shares 
despite the fact that they have essentially gone 
nowhere in 2017. I accept the argument that these 
shares could do well if gold prices take off but given the risks associated with high operational 
gearing investors might be better off buying a gold ETF instead.
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     Associated British Foods (LSE:ABF)

ABF is a share that I have struggled to warm to in recent years. The only reason I could see for 
owning the shares is to own a share of its clothing business Primark which I view as a superb 
business. Primark is very much in tune with a growing number of consumers who are looking for 
superb value for money when buying clothes and is a trend which possibly has a long way to run.
The trouble was that investors were being asked to pay a very large price tag - in excess of 30 times 
forecast earnings per share - to own a slice of Primark with the drawbacks of owning commoditized 
businesses such as Sugar and Bread. 
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These lower quality businesses have diluted many 
of the attractions of Primark to the extent that ABF’s 
ROCE track record is actually rather modest.

2017 has been a good year for the company. With 
60% of its profits earned outside the UK it has 
been a major beneficiary of the devaluation of the 
pound which has boosted overseas profits when 
translated back into sterling.

Trading profits were up by 22% or by 13% in constant currency terms. Excluding the currency 
effects, much of the profit improvement has come from a big upwards swing in the profitability of the 
Sugar business which has benefitted from higher EU sugar prices.
The Ingredients business has also performed well whilst Primark - which accounts for just over half 
ABF’s total operating profits - posted a decent result and limited the damage to its profit margins 
from an increase in clothing costs caused by the weaker pound.

Primark will remain the main long-term driver of growth for ABF but there are some concerns that its 
prospects in the key US market have hit something of a bump in the road.

Like-for-like sales overall increased by just 1% despite a strong performance in the UK where 
Primark gained market share. Some commentators are concerned that Primark is shrinking the 
size of three of its US stores and that this may be a sign that it has misjudged the potential of this 
market. Time will tell.

Having added 1.5 million square feet of selling space in 2017, ABF plans to add a further 1.2 million 
(increasing its total selling space by around 8.6%) in 2018. This means that it should be able to reap 
the benefits from maturing selling space on its sales and profits for the next couple of years at least.
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Analysts are forecasting pretty decent rates of profit growth for the next three years with big 
increases in free cash flow in 2018 and 2019. Note that ABF is forecast to have nearly £1.7bn of 
net cash by 2020 which could lead to a special dividend or provide firepower for acquisitions.

That said, ABF’s valuation is still quite demanding at over 23 times forecast EPS despite being 
derated over the last couple of years. With Primark still having something to prove in America and 
the baggage of Sugar and Bread this is too rich for me. Below 20 times PE looks to be a fairer entry 
point.
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    Mortgage Investment Trust (LSE:SMT)

Although I tend mainly to invest in individual shares, I am a fan of investment trusts for a couple 
of reasons. Firstly, they are closed-end funds which means that the fund manager has a source 
of permanent money to work with and cannot be put off their stride by customer redemptions. 
Secondly, it can be a cheap way to get exposure to a fund manager who can deliver a lot better 
performance than a tracker fund. 

Scottish Mortgage Investment Trust is one of the most popular and best ITs out there. It has 
trounced the performance of the FTSE World index by investing in what it sees as the globally 
dominant companies of the future such as Amazon, Facebook and Tesla. All this for a total ongoing 
charge of 0.44% per year to boot.
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As you can see, this fund is very concentrated with 56% of the fund concentrated into the top 
ten holdings.

The manager’s conviction has clearly paid off despite owning some very expensive shares.

Past performance is no guarantee of future success and some might baulk at the kind of shares in 
this portfolio, but if you wanted to save yourself the hassle of investing in individual overseas shares 
then this investment trust probably deserves a look.


